COSMETICS
SUNSCREENS
COATINGS
AND MORE

Dispensing
the smart way
PRECISION SPRAY-AEROFOCUS TECHNOLOGY

precision spray

Precise
spraying with
Mono and Duo
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All over the world,
every day, billions of people are
SPRAYING. On their face, in
their hair, under their arms, all
over their body, in the air, onto
the walls, in the garden,
everywhere. Spray
technology extends to
almost every aspect of
our lives.

However, what isn’t everyday, our new technology in
the field of spraying. Pronova has launched AeroFocus
Technology, a method to spray precise and focussed
amounts of product. Ideal for covering small surfaces
or the face. AeroFocus technology comes in two
devices. MONO & DUO.
“Both products are unique in their ability to spray precise
and limited amounts of product from an aerosol. While
other aerosol continuous valve systems mostly spray wide
and large amounts of product, the AeroFocus technology is
developed especially to cover the small and precise spots.
“AeroFocus technology sprays nearly 10% of standard
aerosols and is, therefore, unique in comparison to any
other aerosol valve system.” The low emission of Aerofocus
Technology contributes to a more sustainable aerosol
industry.

Positive Impact
on the environment

precision spray

The spray can easily be
activated by pressing
on the side
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Aerofocus Mono.
One of a kind
Another first, the world’s smallest aerosol
spray. Unique AeroFocus technology enables
precise and accurate spraying, while limiting
the amount of product being sprayed. In
other words, unlike other spray systems,
it doesn’t spray all over the place! Ideal
for applying your product, when it’s being
sprayed directly onto the face, or on very
small surfaces.

precision spray

MAKE-UP

Mono spray nozzle
can be customized to
suit your product in
the best possible way

spray
small

Holding the device with just two fingers,
you can effortlessly spray your product on
exactly the spot that it’s intended.
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Press here to
activate large
spray

Aerofocus Duo.
Two of a kind

Press here to
activate precise
spray

AeroFocus DUO offers game-changing new
technology and a very good reason to choose
your product rather than the competition.
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AeroFocus DUO is the world’s first aerosol
dispenser that produces two different
spray rates from just one device. This
revolutionary dispenser can switch from
small to large volumes of your product with
just one 180° turn.
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precision spray

opening for
precise spray

MAKE-UP

Spray big &
spray small

Opening for
large spray
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For LARGE &
small surfaces

precision spray

The DUO is absolutely perfect for formulations used
on both large and small surfaces, like the face and
body. AeroFocus DUO offers game-changing new
technology and a very good reason for your customers
to choose your product rather than the competition.
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Easy flip
& spray
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 o be sustainable both Mono and
T
Duo canisters are replaceable in
3 simple steps
Canisters can easily be re-ordered
The (recycled) plastic components
of the devices can be re-used to
maintain the sustainable promise
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Replaceable

scan the QR code to
(re)order the canister

scan the QR code to
(re)order the canister

precision spray

Aerofocus specs & facts
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World’s smallest spray rate: 0.06 - 0.15 gram/sec
Large spray rate: 0.5 - 0.8 gram/sec
Spray pattern: fine mist/spray
Container sizes: 35 - 200 ml
Portable
Fun to use
Suitable for a broad range of products
Suitable for low emission propellants

Sustainability advantages
of aerofocus
100% recycled plastic
Replaceable canisters
Easy to reorder new canisters (using QR code)
Low discharge/low emission
Ideal for propellants with low global
warming potential (GWP)

Gentle precision
face mist without the
“overwelming”effect

Spray advantages
of aerofocus
No waste
Sprays 90% less propellant and
product than standard aerosols
No Leaking
No Splashing
Gentle precision spray

Your
product
here
WWW.AERO-FOCUS.COM

Revolutionary
precision dispensers
to spray your product
from an aerosol

precision spray
Contact | Pronova Laboratories BV
Kruitpad 16 | 1398 CP Muiden
0031 (0) 294 466 611
Visit www.aero-focus.com for more information
Pronova Laboratories BV, please contact us at aerofocus@pronovalab.com

Pronova develops, registers and manufacturers unique
medical devices and consumers products. The company,
based in the Netherlands, focuses on developing products
that enhance people’s lives. Pronova has revolutionized the
Consumer market worldwide with innovative aerosol products,
including Wartner and Forwarts. Pronova is now changing the
way the world sprays with AeroFocus DUO and MONO.
Let’s become partners and change how the world sprays.

Stay tuned
stay focused

